BOWMAN HIGH SCHOOL
27915 Whites Canyon Road
Canyon Country, CA 91351

A Journey Long and Wide ...
Dixie Darlin

Growing takes so much from us,
Turning us all around.
Growing in so many ways,
Changing our whole aspects on life,
We're always searching for our freedom.
Our independence as individuals,
Our attitudes on friendships deepen;
Friends seem to mean more to us
As we grow older.
Always struggling to meet our goals,
An endless search for self identity,
Progressing through the seasons of time,
Our attitudes throughout our journey
Determine how far we'll travel.
We'll fall into mysterious moods and
The'// carry us far away
Into a wonderland of experiences,
Turning us around again.
Sometimes we may not realize it
But our lives are always at a turning point,
Changing us all the time.
The clouds of time will never change,
For they'll carry us far away
Into the distant sunset of today,
Back to the starry memories of yesterday,
And on into the future.
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The 10th Anniversary of All My Children''

... only the
names have
changed
Ms. Peggy Effertz, Attendance Secretary
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" Hello, this is Peg Effertz at Bowman.
We missed your son/daughter at school
today. ' ' These words are spoken
thousands of times a year by a lady who
has been Bowman 's attendance secretary
and much, much more for ten of the
school's twelve year history.
Peggy is the undisputed master of the
" nudge." She always seems to know just
when to scold, or cajole, or to mother. She
has even been known, upon occasion, to
use all of the above in order to get a
wayward student back to school, into
class, or over the magic 190 credits needed to graduate .
With graciousness and dedication, this
delightful lady has assisted parents
teachers, and students alike in making attendance at Bowman a more pleasant and
productive experience. The love and caring
she radiates has made this a nicer place for
us all.
In recognition of the many years of love
and effort you have given to Bowman, we
dedicate the 1982 "Visions" to Peggy Effertz: with all our hearts, and gratitude, and
love!
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A.9.B.
Bowman's ASB is made up of 5 officers. Corresponding Secretary writes
notes/letters, as well as sends publicity to local newspapers. Recording
Secretary takes notes at ASB
meetings and keeps the scrapbook.
ASB funds are handled by the
Treasurer. Vice-President is over-all
chairperson of all ASB activities. Totally in charge of ASB is the President,
who chairs the meetings each Tuesday. A change this year resulted in
each classroom having an ASB rep
who gives info to students and brings
feedback to ASB.
Tom Caron, President

Teresa Kennedy, Vice President

Brenda Cooper, Corresponding Secretary
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Debbie McGeachy, Treasurer

Dixie Darlin, Recording Secretary

" If the best of me can make
more of you then the best of you
will reflect on me''

BOWMAN
HIGH
SCHOOL

SAi

The new Leadership Class consists
of 5 A.S.B. officers and 12 students
whose goal is to improve school activities and school spirit. Together they
planned our Halloween Activity Day,
Frontier Days Parade entry , a
Thanksgiving dessert, and the Senior
Prom.
Leadership also does a good job
when it comes to raising money for
school activities and sports equipment. While organizing school events,
they learn values clarification and
leadership training skills.
Another change this year is the
school newspaper, Paw Prints, which
is put together by Leadership, as well
as other students on campus. Robert
Steele is our editor, and Lori Frankie is
co-editor.
1) Row: Jody Liss-Monteleone 2) Row: L-R;
Robert Steele, Teresa Kennedy, Kathy Sarver,
Debbie McGeachy, Tom Caron 3) Row: L-R;
Cindy Mullins, Dixie Darlin, Brenda Cooper,
Terry Bettencourt, Lisa Johnson, John Armendarez, Roman Yanez 4) Row: L-R; Lori Frankie,
Tony Roman
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o ert Steele, Fred Pelle
Greg Smith, Hector Niebla,
Debbie Hild, Susan Kaplan,
Lisa Bernier

Deborah Hild
Art, Photography, Yearbook Advisor

' 'Get everything you can from a wonderful moment before it changes as it is bound to.''

Donna Lindelef
Math

''Change is life.''

Linda Fumagalli
Home Economics, Business Computations

''The more things change: the more they stay
the same.'' ,

Greg Herrick
History

"Those who have wrought great changes in
the world never succeeded by gaining over ..
chiefs; but always by exciting the multitude.
The first is the resource of intrigue and produces only secondary results, the second is
the resort of genius and transforms the face of
the universe." Martin Van Buren
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Shirley Wheeler
English

'' A period of disenchantment may be only a
precursor of a change for the better.''

Jody Liss-Monteleone
Reading, ASB Advisor

.

''When I was 25,
didn't want marriage,
children, a home, or pets. Now at 29, I live in a
home in Valencia with a wonderful husband
and three crazy dogs. We'd like to have
children. My life has entirely changed, and I
am happier than ever before. Changes often
occur, despite our actions and desires.''

Kitty Conant
Science

''All things change except the Word of God.''

Roger Cahoon
Drivers Education

''Nothing has changed much for me kids still drive me crazy."

the
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Mari Kurtz
Principal Secretary

"Change for the
telephone, change for pencils, change for the lunch
truck, change for fun,
change for the heck of it. A
drawer full of I. 0. U. 's. Just
come to Mari's desk for
change.''

George Suel
Counselor

''Each day I look forward
to what the day will bring
and with each day comes
change and since change is
a part of our lives, every
change signifies my
continuing.''

Darneal Myers
School Psychologist

Mike Ehrhart
Work Experience Coordinator

"It seems like just when
I've figured out all of life's
answers somebody comes
along and changes all of
the questions.''

Johnny Inzunza
Maintenance

"Retirement hasn't
changed my life, I'm still
working."
14

Juanita Hasse
Instructional Aide

''Being a grandmother
has changed my life.''

Stacey Joyner
Instructional Aide

"Our world is constantly
changing. Live each day as
it comes and enjoy life to its
fullest."

Marty Monk
Instructional Aide

"In this constant changing and unstable world we
live in, there is one unchangeable reality to be
found: Eternal Salvation in
'Jesus Christ, the same
yesterday, today, and
for ever'.'' Heb. 13: 8

Sharon Mellinger
Campus Supervisor

"A new degree of culture
would instantly revolutionize the entire systems of
human pursuit''
Emerson

Claire Tuttie
Campus Supervisor

''I think things are getting
better and better.''
15
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Adams, Fritz
Albers, Cathy
Anderson, Lil
Armendarez, John
Badilla, Allen
Barker, Judy
Barnes, Willie
Barreras, Fred
Beard, Randy
Bobo, Sally
Bricker, Dan
Brown, Karen
Campbell, Jeff
Campbell, Robert
Caron, Thomas
Cooper, Brenda
Cochran, Jack
Darlin, Brenda
Darlin, Dixie
Delill, Jeff
Domino, Bill
Duggins, Tom
Fetterolf, Darrin
Figueroa, Oscar
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Flint, Chuck
Franke, Penny
Franke, Lauri
Frankie, Lori
Fulcher, Lynn
Garcia, Stacey
Gillum, Teri
Goodwin, Joe
Hartwick, Christine
Hezel, Georgia
Holder, Julie
Howden, Brenda
Howden, Linda
Johannes, Mike
Jones, Angela
Kaplan, Susan
Kennedy, Teresa
Kurkowski , Joy
Lail, Suzanne
Lane, Michele
Loynd, Brandi
Loving, Robert
Loncar, Goran
Lucas, Kim
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Lund, Leonard
McCollum, Karla
McGeachy, Debbie
McWilliams, Scott
Marlow, Steve
Merrill, Rick
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Miller, Sandy
Morton, Andrew
Moss, Debbie
Mullins, Cindy
Nelson, Curt
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Pelino, Paul
Periandri, Ray
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2--Perel, Teresa
Peters, Becky

Porter, Greg
Powers
Dan

Purcell, Will
Ramos, Miguel

Reuss, Michele
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Rubio, Victoria
Russo.Joe
Sarver, Kathy
Schremp, Kathy
Shaw, Kim
Shryock, Mark
Simon, Teresa
Singer, Allison
Sinks, Patrick
Smith, Gregory
Smith, Kathy
Stavropoulos, Alan
Steele, Robert
Taylor, Lissa
Tibbitts, Valerie
Toliusis, Kristina
Traer, Sheri
Talamantez, Albert
Van den, Vryhoef
Wethered, Michelle
White, Beverly
Whiteside, Darryl
Wills, Holly
Zweck, Tricia
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I'm changing with the seasons;
Flowers grow from me inside,
Growing from the sunshine,
Through showers they survive.
I'm changing with the seasons;
Summers ' heat has called
my name,
Taking me from shore to shore
Relieves the flowers' dying
pain.
I'm changing with the seasons;
The windy fall has knocked
me down
Orange leaves descend upon me
As my tears moisten the ground.
I'm changing with the seasons;
Glistening winter calls my name.
This winter wonderland draws
me closer
To heavenly clouds which look
the same

Our Chance In Life

How heavy can the burden grow
That are a part of life?
How weary can the heart become
With struggle and with strife?
Sometimes it seems impossible
To scale the wall ahead.
And there are lonely moments when
We wish that we were dead.
There is no purpose and no joy
In anything we do.
And we are prompted to believe
That we are really through
But why not take the simple chance
That one more noble fight
Could conquer darkness and despair
With faith and hope and light?
Why kill tomorrow's dream before
Tomorrow is today?
Our greatest chance in life may be
The one we throw away.
Roman Yanez
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I'm changing with the seasons;
Nature 's voice has called out
loud
With the breezes ' wings upon
me
I soar above the clouds . ..
Teresa Kennedy

IN THE TREES

Here, take this soaring soul of
me.
Take my hand.
For in your hand, my hand becomes
beautiful.
Bless you for walking so near me.
Your stepping is like soft
footwhispers of doves
and angels.
You are the sun, streaking across
the scalded beach.
Now I am awake.
I am no longer a shapeless
perambulate in the mist.
I have become you ...
Part, and counterpart.
Robert Steele

"A man is only complete
When he has a true
Friend to understand
Him, to share his sorrows
And passions with
And to stand by him
Throughout his life."

Memories
When we depart from these
Old familiar buildings
And new lives,
Always remember the times
We have shared together here.
Our moments of happiness
Were made more joyful
By sharing them with our friends
Any moment holding a memory
Is a moment worth remembering,
Worth reflecting upon
Throughout the years we've spent here
together
We have watched each other change and
mature
Our lives have been shaped
Into what we now are
One of us may become a millionaire,
Another a poor unemployed drunkard,
But we may always be close friends
Through these precious memories we have
shared.
-Angie Jones
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Rap Groups

On Floor: Robert Steele, Row Two: Dixie Darlin, Theresa Kennedy, Lisa Johnson, Row 3: Renee Simon , Teri Simon,
Brenda Howden, Penny Franke, Lori Franke, Cindy Mullins, Chris Hartwick, Back Row: John Armendarez, Rap leader,
George Suel

George and Darneal run two separate Rap _
Groups once a week. Students enroll in the
''Rap'' group on a voluntary basis. The effectiveness of the sessions depends on students
meeting requirements. Each student is required to record at least three dreams per quarter, six
per semester for analysis in the group. Each student is also required to keep a "Life Journal"
which consists of at least three entries per week. These entries must include reaction thoughts,
regarding family, peer and/or personal events during the week. Other things that students
learn is stress management, improving memory, relaxation techniques and on special request
they can learn to stop smoking and weight control.

Row One: Chris Johnston, Bill Domino, Tony Roman, Dave Peters, Rap leader, Darneal Myers, Holly Wills, Back Row:
Linda Howden, Assistant Sharon Mellinger
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During the Spring semester, Leadership increased greatly in size. Some of
the activities they developed were the
Valentine's and St. Patrick's Days; the
Rummage Sale; the Gift Checks sale;
and the Prom. They also continued to
publish the wonderful school
newspaper, Paw Prints. In March,
students were finally able to stop
eating soup, when Leadership
students traded in over 2000 Campbe 11 s, Swansons, and FrancoAmerican labels for some new sports
equipment.
President -

Vice President -

Robert Steele

Recording Secretary -

Dixie Darlin

Debbie McGeachy

Treasurer -

Kim Shaw

Corresponding Secretary -

Brenda Cooper
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_____ Vl910N9 STAFF ____

Lisa Johnson

Susan Kaplan

Cathy Albers

These are the outstanding students that stuck out the long
and involved process to the very end. Left to Right: Robert
Steele, Hector Niebla, Brenda Cooper, Oscar Figueroa, Paul
Pelino, Dixie Darlin, Marty Monk, T.A. Standing: Debbie
Hild, Yearbook Advisor, Leonard Lund, Editor.

We are the proud producers of Bowman High School's second
yearbook, Visions '82. We have put forth all our talents and efforts
to make this yearbook a success. Our hard work began with
choosing a theme. Changes was chosen because it reflected our
personal and academic transformations. The basic fact of today is
the tremendous pace of change in human life. A few staff members
then sold advertising which helps to pay for our book. Our next
step was taking hundreds of pictures of school activities and candid shots around campus. Our darkroom technicians worked long
hours to print the pictures and battled against various difficulties
like exposed film, wrong chemicals, burned out enlarger bulbs,
broken timers, plus more! Each page of the yearbook shows a different facet of our common theme. We would like to give a special
thanks to Mrs. Debbie Hild. Debbie's total committment and support made Visions II the success we had anticipated. We hope our
successors will uphold the high standards of Visions to come.

Scott McWilliams

Michelle Reuss

Rick Merrill
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Adelson, Pete
Aldrete, Jose
Ament, Denise
Bettencout, Terry
Black, Michelle
Bowman, Bobby

Bronson, Dan
Como, Belinda
Craig, Jim
Dekens, Tonya
De Sheng, Loren
Dunn, Bill

Engelund, Kathy
Gale, Loretta
Harrison, Audrey
Harrison, Doug
Hix, Veronica
Johnson, Kevin

Jones, Mark
Kiser, John
Kowal, Rick
Lail, Jim
Lanphere, Steve
Lem, Chris
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Longoria, Jesse
Lucas, Karla
Lucas, Kim
Magno, Sodin
Mahn, Paul
Martinelli, Ted

Martinez, Ron
McCray, Otis
Mendez, Gabe
Norris, Tracey
Nunley, Dikkii
Paluch, Mark

Periandis, Lavonn
Peters, Dave
Peterson, Bill
Preetoris, Jeff
Prince, Kelli
Rizo, John

Saine, Jenny
Sanchez, John
Scannel, Lori
Schmidt, Lavere
Seitz, Rodney
Smith, Mike

Spangrude, Jerry
Swauger, Jon
Talamante, Vince
Wenburg, Mike
Wood, Shelly

Working Students

The Work Experience Program is fortunate again this year to have students
working in a variety of responsible
employment positions. Students are able
to earn credits by attending weekly
classes which delve into topics such as a
career planning, payroll deductions, and
consumer affairs, among others. The important core of the Work Experience Program, however, lies in the value of the
learning which takes place on the job.
Our students take pride in the variety of
jobs they perform, the quality of work
they do,_and the greater self sufficiency
their earnings give them. We at Bowman
join the business community in commending their efforts and sharing their pride.
Mike Ehrhart

1)
2)
3)
4)

Work Experience Class/ Bowman Night School
Teresa Kennedy/Manns 6 Theatre
Dan Bricker /Calif. Breasted Chicken
Jerry Dunehew/Henry Mayo Newhall Hospital

.64
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1) Dave Sehrem IS
2) Karen BrownfM afeway Markets
3) Terry Bettenc anns 6 Theatre
4) Greg Porter/i~:~nStraw Hat Pizza
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Price List

Albums Candy Bar Soft Drinks Concert Tickets Gas-unleaded Movie tickets Designer jeans Burger King Whopper

$7.98
.35
.55
12. 00
1.30
4.00
40.00
1.69

January 18, 1982

Deaths
Jack Albertson
Moshe Dayan
Harry Chapin
Bill Haley
Edith Head
William Holden
Joe Louis
Allen Ludden
Paul Lynde
President Anwar Sadat
William Saroyan
Natalie Wood
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Survey
In December the Visions staff
surveyed the student body to find
out their favorites of 1981.
Books
Go Ask Alice
Movie
Raiders of the Lost Ark
T. V. Program
Saturday Night
Live
Soap Opera
General Hospital
Comedian
Richard Pryor
Actor
Burt Reynolds
Actress
Cheryl Ladd & Jaclyn
Smith
Group
Journey
Album Moving Pictures/Tattoo
You
Song
Sweet Leaf
Concert Journey/ Rolling Stones
Expression
Too Hip-Gotta Go,
No fat chicks allowed.
Political figure
Reagan
Car
Corvette
Hangout
7-11

8PORT8
ROSE BOWL
Washington
28
Iowa
0
WORLD SERIES
Dodgers
4 games
Yankees
2 games
Heisman Trophy - Marcus Allen
TENNIS-WIMBLEDON VICTORY
John McEnroe
BOXING-WELTEA-WEIGHT
Sugar Ray Leonard, also voted
by Sports Illustrated U.S.
Sportsman of the year.
NBA Basketball Championship
Boston Celtics
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Fads
The VISIONS staff spied the
following Bowman Fads this year;
knickers, concert T-shirts, designer
label jeans, head bands, buttons,
rock 'n roll stickers, and leg
warmers.
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The Best

Best Looking
Tony Roman, Shelly Wood

Most Creative
Teresa Kennedy, Jeff Campbell,
Dixie Darlin

Best Eyes
Teresa Kennedy, Robert Loving

Best Couple
Dean Ovist, Brenda Cooper

Most Likely to Succeed
Cindy-Mullins, Robert Steele,
Dixie Darlin
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Best Smile
Darrin Fetterolf, Shelly Wood

Best Personality
Dixie Darlin, Greg Smith

ClaH Clowns
Joyce Lee, Willie Barnes

Best DreHed
Robert Steele,
Cathy Albers

Best Built
Greg Smith, Lisa Johnson

of '82
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Best Attendance
These are the outstanding
students in the areas of everyday
attendance and credits earned in
the First Semester. They acquired
these high achievements through
much effort, perserverance, and
high goal standards. Thanks to
Peggy Effertz and George Suel for
Keeping accurate records. We congratulate these students and hope
they will be and inspiration of others
in years to come.
Congratulations
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Standing: John Armendavez, Dixie Darlin, seated, Peg Effertz

High Credit Achievers
\~(

Left to Right: Lil Anderson, Robert Steele, Dixie Darlin, Tony Roman
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I, James Lail, will my YZ80 to my sister, Sue, in case I bite the biggy.
I, Jim Dotson, will my ghost to haunt Bill Dotson every time he says something bad about me.
I, Tony Roman, will all my paper bags to Greg Smith to cover his face.
I, Greg Smith, will my good looks and charming personality to Tony Roman who needs it seriously.
· I, Sally Bobo, will by great wardrobe which includes my Gloria Vanderbilt's and Gucci boots to
Kathy Sarver; to Tina Toliusis my orthodonist' s phone number 213 833-8823.
I, Lisa Taylor, will my long nails to Allison Singer.
I, Paul Pellino, will my red truck to Robert Steele.
I, Veronica Hix, will to Audrey Harrison all my stuffed teddy's, who I know will take care of them.
I, Alan Stavropoulos, will my K2 skis and my cabin on Mammoth Mountain to Brenda Cooper.
I, Andrew Morton, will my friendship and body to Dixie Darlin.
I, Robert Loving, will by body to Brenda Cooper.
I, Greg Porter, will my hat to Charlie Flint to hide out his weird hair.
I, Curt Nelson, will my love to Terri Gillum.
I, Debbie McGeachy, will my heart to Steve Marlow.
I, Allison Singer, will all my wishes and luck to Brenda Cooper & Dean Ovist.
I, Bev White, will all of my fingernail polish to Alan Stavropoulos.
I, Robert Steele, will to Debbie Hild 15-20 serious and responsible students for the yearbook staff;
to Peggy Effertz my everlasting love in which she will always have; to Mike Ehrhart all the hair on my
chest; to Fred Pelletier my tight white pants; to Dixie Darlin and Teresa Kennedy my friendship
forever; to Dean Ovist my Jordache shirt so he and Brenda Cooper can have one thing in common.
I, Scott McWilliams, will all my cigarettes to Jim Dotson & Mike Johannes.
I, Lil Anderson, will all my good luck to Oscar Figueroa.
I, Audrey Harrison, will everything in my room to Veronica Hix.
I, Joy Kurkowski, will my Reading Class to anyone who wants it.
I, Brenda Cooper, will all my love and happiness to Dean Ovist; my Resignal skis to Alan
Stavropoulos; my dog ''Tumey'' back to Dixie Darlin; and my luck to Bev White because she goes
through all the stuff I do!
I, Leonard Lund, do hereby bequeath my sanity and level-headedness to Debby Hild so she can
meet those deadlines without a rubber room; I leave my personality and sense of humor to Mike
Ehrhart; I would also like to leave my ability to decipher the "advisors" handsignals and frantic
movements.
I, Cindy Mullins, will to Lisa Johnson a B52's album and my amphicar.
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BRENDA COOPER opera watcher.

I'll be married, rich, and an oceanographer; a/so, I'll be a professional soap

HECTOR NIEBLA-/'// be a carpenter, married with 2 kids - a boy and a girl.
JIM DOTSON -

I'll be a plumber making the bucks, married with 2 kids -

a boy and a girl.

DIXIE DARLIN - /'// be living in Malibu in a beach condo with an ocean front view, married to a tall
gorgeous cowboy, driving a Mercedes 280SL and a career in the art field earning $350,000 a year.
JOHN ARMENDAREZ- I'll be working in the Forest Service, married with 2 kids.
TED MARTINELLI -

Hopefully, I'll have my own rock band, still single and living on the West

Coast.

DAEL SCHMIDT- I'll hopefully, be a photographer and living in California.
GREG PORTER -

I'll be driving the big rig, married with no more than 2 kids, living in Oklahoma.

TRICIA ZWECK - I'll be a travel agent for a top agency, married and 1 child, living in a beach condo in California, driving a Mercedes 450 SL convertible.
LISA TAYLOR - I'll be a professional dancer in New York, might be married but no kids, living in a
big house with lots of windows.
VICKIE RUBIO - married, with 2 kids, and living off my husband.
TOM CARON -

I'll be married and living a comfortable life with Vicki Rubio.

SALLY BOBO - I'll be a successful lawyer making $400,000 yearly, married to my childhood
sweetheart, living happily in Carmel, CA.
TERRY BETTENCOURT in Santa Monica, CA.

I'll be working for an advertising agency, married with 2 kids, and living ,

JOHN KISER - /'// be living on the beach, still single, and own my own plumbing business, making
"tons" of money.
DEAN OVIST - I'll be an oceanographer at Sea World, working with my wife, Brenda Cooper with 3 kids and our dog, Toomey.
ROBERT STEELE - /'//bean International Flight Attendant for a top airline, a travel agent in my
spare time, a single parent of 1 child, and living in a beach house.
-
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Western Day
Teachers and students got on down and had
a good ol ' time at Bowman on our Western
Day. A lot of the students and teachers put on
their best duds, and it brought out the cowboy
and cowgirl we all have in us. We all hit the
range and had a costume judging and the lucky
cowboy, cowgirl couple was Greg Smith and
Teresa Kennedy.

Frontier Day
Bowman students' hard work on the
Frontier's Day parade paid off with a
second place win in the Senior open
float category. Students participated
in the parade by dressing in their
western day outfits and marching up
Soledad Cyn Rd . Some of the students
then went to the Fair Grounds with
Jody to receive our ribbon. They had a
great time dancing to the Western
music.
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Halloween
It was spook time again at Bowman.
We had many fun activities, which included the egg toss, tug-of-war (boys
vs boys, girls vs girls), 3-legged race,
and orange relay. Tickets to the
movies were awarded as prizes to the
winners.

We had lots of food which included hot dogs
and chips, candy apples, and lemonade. Two
special trick-or-treats were Debbie's face painting , and a feature movie "Phantom of the
Opera.'' All us ghosts and goblins had a
frightening time.
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Happy
Holidays!
Our Christmas Activity Day was a
great success. The faculty supplied
refreshments for the students, which
included a six foot submarine sandwich, desserts, munchies, and punch.
To end the day, we had a visit from
good ole' Saint Nick. It was a very
memorable Activity Day for us.

Turkey Day was very exciting for all
the students. We started with the
students purchasing pie, and punch,
which were donated by the Leadership
class. Even though some people didn't
eat their pie, they ended up wearing it.
Then everyone hit the courts for an
energetic game of volleyball.
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CUPIDS STRIKE
Valentin's Day at Bowman was full of
love, friendship and laughter. It started off
with our Cupids delivering Val-O-Grams
which contained secret messages plus a
carnation. Then we headed outside where
we had a banana eating contest which
Sally Bobo and Andrew Morton won. We
also had enthusiastic games of volleyball
and pingpong. Cupcakes and punch were
sold for refreshments, and the Cupids
ended the day with a shot of love to
George, our favorite counselor.
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Drawing By Jeff Campbell
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GRADUATION DAY
Today we'll start a new life
And we'll say our last goodbyes
To all of the friends we've grown to love.
With whom we've laughed and cried.
Remembering the fun and laughter,
The problems and the fears,
And watching all our memories grow
Throughout our high school years.
The momories of the dances
And the new friends that we've met
Vacations, teachers, talking
And exams we'd rather forget.
Yes, high school days are precious, but
brief.
Where all your dreams come true;
It is not the end, but the beginning
Of a life we'll start a new.
Sally Bobo

THERE WAS A FLOWER
There was a flower in the garden
Lost among the weeds.
She thought she was forgotten
As she bent with every breeze.

Slowly with just one gentle touch
The stranger brushed the weeds away
And he held her close beside him
Where he told her she could stay.

The days were warmed with sunshine
But she could never tell
She was hidden in the garden
The weeds concealed her well.

He had a warmth just like the sunshine
A warmth she never knew
And when he whispered that he love her
She knew she loved him too.

She often cried in silence
And wished someone would come along
Someone to tear the weeds out
And make her life a song.

Then one day he gazed upon her
With a sadness in his eyes
He said he must be leaving;
In one month they'd say good-bye.

One night, lost in the darkness
A stranger stumbled by
He fell withing the garden
And he saw the flower cry.

He reassured her that he loved her
And as he tried to keep a smile,
She gently brushed against him
And they both forgot it for a while.

She was blinded by her weeping
So she had not seen him fall
She was cursing all the many weeds
Around her growing tall.

Yet today as she remembers
In her heart she feels a pain
For although he'll soon be leaving her
In her heart he shall remain ...
Teresa Kennedy
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Around Campus
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Guess
The Babies

of
Bowrnan
Answers on Page 38
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Congratulations Peggy
From All of Us at
OLYMPIC CONCESSIONS CO.
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MEXICAN
RESTAURANT
Handmade
Tortillas

Cocktails
Authentic
Cuisine

CREATIVE ENDEAVORS
FEATURING
CRAFTS

e

UNIQUE

FURNISHINGS

e

ACCESSOR I ES

SOUTHWESTERN ART

22735 W. GARZOTA DR .

(805) 252-8074
27247 Camp Plenty Rd.

( B05 ) 252-1880

(B05 ) 255 - 7033

VALENCIA , CA 913!55

LINDA FUMAGALLI

8c

Assoc IATES

WATERWHEEL
CAR WASH
27565 Sierra Hwy.
Canyon, Country, CA

Wax, Polish, Shampoo
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE CARE
Auto Detail
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. - 8:30 - 4:55
Sun - 9:30 - 3:25

Licensed
Bonded

(805) 251-3600

Keys made-

SANT A CLANT A VALLEY
LOCK and KEY SERVICE
Complete Security Consultant
25237 Wiley Cny Rd.
Newhall, Calif.
(805) 254-8025

Perry Irelan

California Broasted Chicken
18912 SOLEDAD CYN. RD.
CANYON COUNTRY, CA 91351
252-3226

Broasted Is Best
Homemade
Salads, Pies
Brownies & Strudle

52

Catering for
Small Parties
& Organizations

Call ahead
we'll have
your order ready

YOUR PET SHOP
19200 Soledad Cyn Rd.
Canyon Country, CA

MACHINERY
ELECTRIC SERVICE

Industrial
Commercial

Residential
Wiring

Specializing in - Machinery Power
- Controls & Panel Design & MFG.
Phone
(805) 251-0319
(213) 367-4218

Carroll Gryder
Ron Bays
Lie. 358405

ROBERT G. HERRING, JR.

DDS
Friendly Walley Medical Center
19310 Avenue of the Oaks
Newhall, CA (805) 252-1020

CANYON COUNTRY
ASSEMBLY of GOD
207053 Honby Ave.
Canyon Country, Calif.
91351
251-4357
"See ye First the Kindom of God and His
Righteousne88 and all These Things Shall be Added
Onto you."
Math.6:33

Lillian McKinley
Realtor Associate

We are pleased to be able to participate and
wish you continued success in all your
endeavors.
Very truly yours,

THE NEWHALL LAND
AND
FARMING COMPANY

'8lencia
(805) 255-4600

Our Thanks and
Apreciation
to the Bowman Staff
and Faculty
From Mr. and Mrs.
Savage

9'~®

24330 McBean Pkwy
Valencia, CA
Res. (805) 2~9-4125

MI.S

BELL REALTORS 11
27215 Camp Pl enty Road
Canyon Country . California 91351
Bu si ne ss (805) 252-5500
Bu siness (213) 361-5107
Residence (805) 251-2646

MAXINE KURTZ
Realtor Associate
Ea ch O ffice is lndep en denf/y Own ed and O perafed

A heartflet thank-you is extended to all of the following patrons and sponsors.

LINGROSSO FORIGN AUTO SUPPLY
WM. BOYDEN INCORPORATED
SONNIES GRILL
THE FAMILY AFFAIR
BELLES AND BEAUX
PIZZA HUT
PARTY ROUNDUP
WARREN L. GARDNER D.V.M.

Besides our hard working vision staff our 1982 yearbook would not
have been possible without the hardworking talented efforts put forth
by the follo_
w ing people: Jody Liss Monteleone, Mike Ehrhart, Linda
. Fumagaili, Mary Kurtz, Gabe Mendez, Jeff Campbell, Peggy Effertz,
and Shirley Wheeler.
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